Abstract. The Guide Board is an artefact that supports continuous improvement of practices and interactions within a team, with the same materials as classical agile artefacts. It represents the conclusions of a team's retrospectives as "guides" to make them tangible. By specifying how these guides are visualised and handled depending on their actual application, the Guide Board improves the production system efficiency by increasing the critical reuse of previous conclusions. A successful application substantially increases the team's self-awareness of its culture, and makes its habits more visible to other stakeholders, thus improving communication. Finally, it improves the readability of its social rules to newcomers, thus supporting integration of new hires and therefore growth.
Introduction
A few years ago, I started a highly constrained software project with a small team that had a strong agile potential. The team members were lacking most of the theory, but were eager to learn. I decided to gradually introduce concepts while development started. After presenting the bare minimum of Scrum to get a working Sprint 0 came the first retrospective. Along with it came the following question: how will I give my motivated but newbie team a feeling of tangible outcomes from this first occurrence of the most important ritual? How can I make them feel the crucial nature of this opportunity to reflect upon how they work and interact? How can I give the team a hint that this long-term investment will pay off, and that it is paving the way towards a better version of itself? This is how the first version of the Guide Board came to be: by a simple facilitator's reflex of writing down the answers the team had given to its own questions on sticky notes, with a little playfulness in illustrating them. What made it more specific than a simple "reflection workshop output" [2] artefact was the column grouping under a sprint number card (Fig. 1) , to give an idea that others would follow. Most agile teams rely on physical artefacts to help them visualise, inspect and improve their processes. Burndown charts provide input for continuous improvement. Happiness indexes increase the salience of its need. On the contrary, if there is a common ritual for the team to "reflect on how to become more effective", there is no common way to help it "then tune and adjust its behaviour accordingly" [7] .
The first role of the Guide Board is to help with formalising the retrospective decisions that have long-term effects. These decisions are crucial to continuous improvement, yet are hard to respect consistently enough 1 to yield the expected results, leading to the same type of problems being detected again and again. By offering a simple, well-defined format, the Guide Board decreases the barrier to entry to take such decisions and eases their inspection and adaptation in later retrospectives. More importantly, by making these decisions tangible and visible enough to influence day-to-day situations, the board nudges team members in respecting the decisions they took, even when they are focused on production rather than improvement.
Over months, the Guide Board truly became what allowed us to achieve the cultural changes we needed to overcome the obstacles that kept coming.
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The Board and Its Making
Overview
From its original first column, our Guide Board kept on growing to the right, always as a repository of retrospective conclusions. It quickly took enough space to grant a specific place. Considering its use, it was obvious it had to be visible from everywhere. The large paper sheets covered in stickies ended up at the top of a wall, overlooking the workstations (Fig. 2) .
